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Abstract: Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) refers to a heterogeneous group of closely related
clonal hematopoietic disorders, which are characterized by accumulation of somatic mutations. The
acquired mutation burden is suggested to define the pathway and consequent phenotype of the
pathology. Recent studies have called attention to the role of miRNA biogenesis genes in MDS
progression; in particular, the mutational pressure of the DROSHA gene was determined. Therefore,
this highlights the importance of studying the impact of all collected missense mutations found
within the DROSHA gene in oncohematology that might affect the functionality of the protein. In
this study, the selected mutations were extensively examined by computational screening, and the
most deleterious were subjected to a further molecular dynamic simulation in order to uncover the
molecular mechanism of the structural damage to the protein altering its biological function. The
most significant effect was found for variants I625K, L1047S, and H1170D, presumably affecting the
endonuclease activity of DROSHA. Such alterations arisen during MDS progression should be taken
into consideration as evoking certain clinical traits in the malignifying clonal evolution.

Keywords: DROSHA; myelodysplastic syndrome; variants effect prediction; protein modeling;
molecular dynamics

1. Introduction

Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) refers to a heterogeneous group of closely related
clonal hematopoietic disorders commonly found in the aging population. All are associated
with ineffective hematopoiesis with one or more peripheral blood cytopenias, and charac-
terized by accumulation of somatic mutations [1] along with genome instability and high
incidence of secondary cancerogenic genetic events, determining frequent transformation
of MDS into acute myeloid leukemia (AML) [2]. The set of genetic alterations defines the
disease prognosis and the choice of specific therapy. There is one hypothesis on MDS
etiology stating that the mutations in mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) can disrupt the
microenvironment, which triggers MDS initialization. In particular, the downregulated
expression of both miRNA processing endonucleases, DICER1 and DROSHA, was demon-
strated in MSCs from myelodysplastic syndrome patients compared to normal cells [3].
This observation is accompanied by global miRNA dysregulation and consequent protein
expression alteration during MDS progression [4]. A recent study confirmed downregula-
tion of DICER1 in MSCs derived from MDS patients and miRNA profile deregulation that in
fact induces mutagenesis in hematopoietic stem cells via cellular cross-talk, leading to onco-
genesis [5]. Moreover, selective deletion of the miRNA processing endonuclease DICER1
in murine mesenchymal osteoprogenitors induces markedly disordered hematopoiesis
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with several features of MDS, indicating the role of this gene in mesenchymal “stroma” as
a primary regulator of tissue function [6]. A recent analysis of MDS clinical data revealed
the high mutational burden in both miRNA processing genes and their association with
common MDS mutations [7]. Taking these facts together, it can be concluded that the
genes of miRNA biogenesis are under mutational pressure during cancer progression, and
their disruption can alter cellular proliferation through miRNA regulation. Therefore, the
investigation of mutations’ pathogenicity in the context of oncohematology might shed
light on the functional importance of these proteins and the acquired mutations under
tumor evolution. The present study is dedicated to analyzing DROSHA missense variants
in order to evaluate their effect on protein structure and stability using different compu-
tational algorithms and molecular dynamics simulations. The significance of DROSHA
mutations was not previously demonstrated as thoroughly as for DICER1—its major co-
operative partner within the molecular pathway [8]: DROSHA converts pri-miRNAs into
pre-miRNAs, performing a key step in miRNA maturation [9]. Considering the common
function in the cell, the same pathological consequences can be supposed for DROSHA
alterations: primary defect of DROSHA in osteoprogenitors might lead to an irrelevant
microenvironment for hematopoesis. For that purpose, all mutations of this gene found to
occur in hematological tissue were studied in detail to provide additional insights into the
structural and functional role of DROSHA, and presumably consequent miRNA biogenesis
alteration in oncohematology.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection: Selection of Variants

Since mutations in the coding region are likely to be the main disease-causing factor,
they were selected for the analysis. The COSMIC (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic
(accessed on 6 July 2021)) database was used to obtain variants of DROSHA protein
reported in hematopoietic and lymphoid tissue; in sum, 13 coding nonsynonymous variants
were collected (A27G [10], Q186*, P216 [11], R252Q [12], I387M, N420H [13], I625K [14],
E727K [15], P808S [13], L1047S [16], H1170D [17], T1239S, I1164Qfs* [10]). Additionally,
3 variants were joined (P56S, R358Tfs*18, P356Lfs*121), acquired in MDS patients [7].

2.2. Sequence-Based Prediction of Deleterious Nonsynonymous Variants

In order to sort the most deleterious substitutions from tolerant ones, the functional
context of missense mutations was predicted using the canonical sequence of DROSHA
(isoform 1 Q9NRR4-1) by the default settings of different in silico prediction algorithms:
SIFT [18], PolyPhen-2 [19], MutPred [20], PROVEAN [21], nsSNPAnalyzer [22], MAPP [23],
PhD-SNP [24], SNAP [25], and PANTHER [26]. The MutationTaster tool was used to
evaluate the consequence of frame-shifting mutations on the DROSHA transcript (Genbank
ID NM_013235) [27]. The algorithms are described in Supplementary Table S1. Based on
the consensus classifier pointing to the prioritized estimation in the PredictSNP tool [28],
the most intolerant variants were selected for further analysis.

2.3. Structure-Based Prediction of Variants’ Effect on Protein Stability

The most deleterious variants selected after sequence-based prediction were further
analyzed to evaluate the effect of mutations on thermodynamic stability using the fol-
lowing algorithms with default settings: mCSM [29], MUpro [30], i-MUTANT-Suite [31],
SDM [32], DUET [33], PremPS [34], and Maestro [35]. The effect of mutations on DNA
affinity was assessed using mCSM-NA [36] on mutant models with nucleic acid scaffold
on the basis of PDB model 6V5B. These methods are described in Supplementary Table S1.
It should be noted that each tool applies its own score and threshold to evaluate the muta-
tion to be either destabilizing or stabilizing to the protein structure. Generally speaking,
previous analyses of missense variations in different human diseases reported the stability
boundaries without any immediate effect on protein functionality as 1–3 kcal/mol [37,38].
Otherwise, the mutations leading to a protein stability change of more than 2 kcal/mol were
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predicted as the most damaging and contributing to the most severe disease outcome [39].
Therefore, based on the previous studies, the absolute value of Gibbs energy change of
more than 1.5 kcal/mol can be considered the threshold to evaluate the mutation effect on
the protein stability in the present analysis: ∆∆G < −1.5 kcal/mol is highly destabilizing
and ∆∆G > 1.5 kcal/mol is highly stabilizing. The sign of the predicted score depends
on the tool selected (e.g., PremPS, Maestro, and FoldX4 use positive signs to indicate the
destabilizing mutations).

2.4. Prediction of Changes in Vibrational Entropy and Normal Mode Analysis

In order to determine the effects of the mutations on the flexibility of the protein, the
changes in vibrational entropy were predicted and normal mode analysis was performed.
The FoldX4 was used [40]—an empirical force-field approach calculating free energy
changes between native and mutant forms of the protein. In addition, ENCoM (an elastic
network contact model) [41] was performed, which is a coarse-grain NMA method that
considers the nature of the amino acids and aids in calculating vibrational entropy changes
upon mutations. Additionally, DynaMut [42] and DynaMut2 [43] were also used as
consensus predictors of protein stability based on the vibrational entropy changes predicted
by ENCoM and the stability changes predicted by graph-based signatures that are used in
the mCSM program.

2.5. Protein Structure Modeling

DROSHA 3D-structure PDB ID 6V5B [44] was selected from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [45] as it contained the most complete protein sequence that was appropriate to
study the specified mutations. The initial cryo-EM structure (resolution 3.70 Å) consisted
of DROSHA region 411–1365 amino acids (aa) with both Zn2+ and Ca2+ ions, which were
taken for further analysis. Besides the basic protein modeling alone, RNA was included
into the DROSHA structure to study the stability of the complex and affinity to the ligand
under the site-specific mutagenesis.

All stages of protein modeling and analytical calculations were performed using the
Schrödinger molecular modeling suite (Schrödinger Suite 2020-4, Schrödinger, LLC, New
York, NY, USA, 2020). Homology modeling in the Prime package [46] confirmed 6V5B as
being the best hit, and additional loop 1356–1374 aa was built and refined by predefined
options for smaller loops in Prime (VSGB salvation [47], OPLS3e force-field [48,49], subjob-
protocol 1). Unfortunately, the N-terminal 410 aa region (neither of the main protein
domains contain this disordered locus) was not reconstructed by Prime homology modeling
due to its low-complexity nature and a lack of appropriate template. The final DROSHA
model consisted of 411–1374 aa, and the loop 463–500 aa was not resolved as it represents a
highly disordered protein region. The protein structures were prepared using the Protein
Preparation Wizard (PPW, Schrödinger Suite 2020-4, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY,
USA) [50]. No problems were reported in the processed protein structure.

2.6. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations

MD simulations were performed using the Desmond package [51]. The MD system
was set-up in “System Builder” in Maestro as follows: the TIP3P water model [52] was used
to simulate water molecules, the buffer distance in the orthorhombic box was set-up at
10 Å, a recalculated amount of Na+/Cl− ions were added to balance the system charge and
were placed randomly to neutralize the solvated system, and additional salt was appended
for a final concentration of 0.15 M in order to simulate physiological conditions.

Molecular dynamic simulations were conducted with the periodic boundary condi-
tions in the NPT ensemble class using OPLS3e force-field parameters [48,49]. The tem-
perature and pressure were kept at 300 K and 1 atmospheric pressure respectively, using
Nosé-Hoover temperature coupling and isotropic scaling [53]. The model system was re-
laxed before simulations using Maestro’s default relaxation protocol, including two stages
of minimization (restrained and unrestrained) followed by four stages of MD runs with
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gradually diminishing restraints. MD simulations were carried out by running for 50 or
200 ns, recording the trajectory configurations obtained at 50 ps intervals.

2.7. Protein Site-Specific Mutagenesis

First, the preprocessed and refined structure of wild-type DROSHA was relaxed by
MD simulation for 50 ns in order to obtain the system with minimized energy. The recorded
trajectories were clustered, and total energy values of the representative structures were
calculated in Prime (selected parameters VSGV, OPLS3e). The structure with the minimal
energy was employed in further long MD simulations and protein mutagenesis. Specific
mutations were introduced into the structure by the 3D Builder Panel in Maestro, and
side-chain rotamers were refined. The local structure around the inserted mutation was
minimized. Prime side-chain prediction was carried out to find an appropriate conforma-
tion for the introduced residue. The quality of the obtained model was validated in PPW
as described previously (Section 2.5), and the DROSHA mutated structures were subjected
to 200 ns MD simulation.

2.8. Analysis of MD Simulation

The MD trajectory files were investigated by using simulation quality analysis (SQA)
and simulation event analysis (SEA), along with simulation interaction diagram (SID)
programs available with the Desmond module: root-mean-square deviation (RMSD),
root-mean square fluctuation (RMSF), total intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, radius of
gyration, along with secondary structure elements (SSE), were calculated and visualized.
The recorded trajectories were clustered, and total energy values of the representative
structures were calculated in Prime (options VSGV, OPLS3e)—the structures with minimal
energy were compared and used for the following analysis of protein–RNA interactions (for
structures of DROSHA complex with RNA). The binding strength and energetic properties
between RNA and DROSHA protein were measured by molecular mechanics energies
combined with the generalized Born and surface area continuum solvation (MM-GBSA)
method [54] in Prime. The “MMGBSA dG Bind” parameter was recorded as the RNA-
DROSHA binding free energy as calculated by the Prime Energy, a Molecular Mechanics
+ Implicit Solvent Energy Function (kcals/mol) = PrimeEnergy (Optimized Complex) −
PrimeEnergy (Optimized Free miRNA) − PrimeEnergy (Optimized Free Protein).

3. Results
3.1. Assessment of Missense Mutations by Automated Prediction Tools

All available DROSHA variants acquired in hematologic and lymphoid tissues, consist-
ing of 13 missense variants and 3 frameshift mutations, were subjected to the analysis. The
consequences of frameshift variants were analyzed by the MutationTaster server (version 2,
Charité–Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany) [27]. P356Lfs*121 led to the loss
of the most important protein features required for the main DROSHA functions: region
(490–1374 aa) required for pri-miRNA processing activity and interaction with DGCR8,
both RNAse III domains (876–1056 aa and 1107–1233 aa), downstream metal-binding sites,
etc. A similar damaging effect was observed with R358Tfs*18. The consequences of mu-
tation I1164Qfs*8 have an equal impact, even when it occurred at the C-terminal protein
sequence: it affects the region (490–1374 aa) required for interaction with DGCR8 and
pri-miRNA processing activity, metal-binding sites (1219, 1222 aa positions), and RNAase
III domain 2 (1107–1233 aa).

The functional effect of missense mutations in DROSHA was evaluated by several auto-
mated prediction tools, and the obtained results are presented in Figure 1. Based on this first
level of analysis, R252Q, I625K, L1047S, and H1170D can be considered the most deleterious
candidates. Additionally, the MutPred server predicted the probable molecular consequences
of these selected mutations: I625K (altered DNA binding (Pr = 0.26 | p = 5.4 × 10−3), altered
ordered interface (Pr = 0.24 | p = 0.04), gain of allosteric site at F623 (Pr = 0.21 | p = 0.03),
altered stability (Pr = 0.14 | p = 0.02), loss of sulfation at Y627 (Pr = 0.02 | p = 0.02)), L1047S
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(altered ordered interface (Pr = 0.31 | p = 0.02), gain of allosteric site at F1044 (Pr = 0.28 |
p = 3.9 × 10−3), altered metal binding (Pr = 0.16 | p = 0.03), gain of catalytic site at E1045
(Pr = 0.13 | p = 0.03), altered stability (Pr = 0.09 | p = 0.04)), and H1170D (altered metal
binding (Pr = 0.51 | p = 3.6 × 10−3), gain of helix (Pr = 0.28 | p = 0.02)).
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Figure 1. The expected accuracy results of the SNPs of DROSHA predicted as deleterious (marked in red) or benign
(highlighted in green) in the PredictSNP server and integrated tools.

Four mutations had at least half of the predictions found to be damaging: R252Q,
I625K, L1047S, and H1170D; therefore, they were used for the following analysis. Un-
fortunately, it was impossible to reconstruct the 252nd amino acid of DROSHA on the
basis of available 3D-structures; therefore, R252Q was omitted from the structural analysis.
The three remaining variants were analyzed by structure-based algorithms to predict the
mutations’ effect on the protein stability by evaluating the vibrational entropy change and
normal mode analysis. All the methods (Supplementary Table S1) predicted these variants
to be destabilizing. The absolute value of resulting ∆∆G was more than 1.5 kcal/mol for
I625K and L1047D variants, evaluated by the majority of algorithms considering these
mutations to affect the structure along with protein functionality (Table 1). Indeed, the
demonstrated effect is in compliance with the change in biochemical properties triggered
by mutated amino acids: I625K—hydrophobic to positive, L1047S—hydrophobic to polar
uncharged, and H1170D—positive to negatively charged.
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Table 1. Predicted stability changes (∆∆G in kcal/mol) in DROSHA protein structure upon the selected mutations.

Variant mCSM mCMS-
NA MUpro i-

Mutant SDM DUET PremPS Maestro FoldX4 Dyna
Mut

Dyna
Mut2

I625K destab
(−1.545)

stab
(2.543)

destab
(−2.234)

destab
(−1.850)

destab
(−1.080)

destab
(−1.437)

destab
(1.440)

destab
(0.095)

destab
(0.334)

stab
(0.053)

destab
(−1.42)

L1047S destab
(−3.220)

stab
(3.590)

destab
(−2.266)

destab
(−1.520)

destab
(−4.310)

destab
(−3.578)

destab
(2.460)

destab
(0.614)

destab
(4.975)

destab
(−1.203)

destab
(−3.10)

H1170D destab
(−0.837)

destab
(−4.107)

destab
(−0.539)

destab
(−0.70)

destab
(−0.660)

destab
(−0.812)

destab
(1.28)

destab
(0.254)

destab
(1.325)

destab
(−0.216)

destab
(−0.45)

“Destab” indicates the decrease of stability, and “stab” corresponds to the increase. sCMS-NA column presents the Gibbs energy changes
for affinity with RNA.

3.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulation of DROSHA Protein

In order to understand the detailed conformational changes in the protein due to these
mutations, comparative MD simulations were carried out for 200 ns for each protein model.
Primarily, the DROSHA protein structure was simulated without miRNA so as to study the
mutations’ effect on the protein structure and stability independently. Various parameters
have been analyzed throughout the simulation trajectory with a focus on RMSD compared
to the initial frame (Figure 2A), RMSF (Figure 2C,D), energy parameters of the system
(Table 2), total number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds (Table 2), radius of gyration
(rGyr) (Table 2, Figure 2B), and structural secondary elements (Supplementary Figure S1)
of the protein with the time-dependent function of MD.
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Figure 2. Results of 200 ns MD simulations of DROSHA wild-type protein along with its mutants (I625K, L1047S, H1170D).
(A) RMSD trajectories of a protein’s backbone relative to the initial frame, (B) radius of gyration values, and (C) RMSF
values of protein’s backbone.
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Table 2. Statistics of MD simulations. Intra-protein H-bonds, radius of gyration, RMSD values, total energy of the protein,
and mean energy of clustered frames are presented.

Model
H-Bonds Intra rGyr (Å) RMSD Backbone (Å)

Total Energy
(kcal/mol)

Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Mean

Drosha wt (708, 803) 754.339 (15.979, 18.376) 16.995 (0.000, 3.930) 2.964 −33,438
I625K (720, 821) 770.246 (15.257, 17.527) 16.523 (0.000, 5.273) 3.871 −32,940

L1047S (715, 817) 761.297 (15.81, 17.982) 16.666 (0.000, 5.689) 4.077 −32,897
H1170 (729, 833) 774.806 (15.385, 18.494) 16.975 (0.000, 5.284) 3.982 −33,049

The analysis of protein backbone RMSD compared to the initial frame demonstrated
that the DROSHA wild-type protein obtained relative stability at an RMSD value of
around 3 Å, whereas all the mutants showed a rising RMSD value up to 5 Å during the
200 ns simulation, not excluding the possibility of continued growth if the simulation was
extended. Such a picture (Figure 2A) confirms the considerable destabilizing effect of these
mutations on protein stability. RMSD results were in accordance with the calculated total
energy of the studied proteins, which was remarkably higher for all mutants compared to
wild-type DROSHA. From these results, L1047S substitution can be considered the most
destabilizing among other examined mutations. The order of intra-protein hydrogen bonds
(H-bonds) was calculated, and the resulted value represented a similar range with few
more additional H-bonds for all associated mutants, as well as the radius of gyration can
be considered common for all examined DROSHA structures. However, the fluctuation
range of rGyr for I625K and L1047S mutants during MD simulation is noticeably slight
(Figure 2B), which could be a signature of more rigid protein structures with less flexibility
of particular elements and an increased tendency of compactness. RMSF fluctuations
of each residue were also monitored during MD simulations, and the obtained plots
represent the difference between wild-type DROSHA protein and its mutants (Figure 2C):
the RMSF values of mutated structures were higher than those for native protein at the
peaks corresponding to the introduced amino acid substitutions. The most considerable
difference in RMSF values compared to native protein could be visualized at the C-terminus
of the simulated protein structures: the RMSF peaks of mutated models at loci around the
1100th residue as well as the 1300th residue showed the regions with the most varying
dynamics of obtained trajectories. Total energy of the systems with mutated proteins was
observed to be higher compared to the wild-type DROSHA (Table 2).

The interactions and the corresponding bonds that were formed by the mutated
residues were compared with the native DROSHA protein model. The 625th isoleucine
residue forms a hydrogen bond with Arg622, fixing the β-sheet turn (Figure 3A), whereas
the I625K mutant loses the foregoing H-bond and contacts with Asp626 through two H-
bonds along with a newly formed salt-bridge, that indicates the loss of β-sheet stabilization
and the formation of a very strong additional ionic interaction of the short bond between
neighbor amino acids [55]. The 1047th leucine residue forms a single H-bond with Cys1043
and Val1051 within the α-helix, while the mutated Ser1047 creates an additional H-bond
with Cys1043, which may indicate a less flexible helix formation (Figure 3B). Histidine at
position 1170 interacts with histidine 1173 through the pi-pi stacking along with another
H-bond, as well as contacts with L1174 via an H-bond. The pi-pi stacking is formed
between H1170 at the α-helix and H1173 at the loop region, having the preferred interaction
geometry of parallel–displaced arrangement—such fact suggests the stabilization of these
elements relative to each other. Mutation H1170D leads to the loss of the pi-pi stacking
interaction with H1173—only two H-bonds have remained with this residue. Additionally,
a newly formed H-bond between D1170 and G1172 has occurred (Figure 3C).
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3.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulations of DROSHA-miRNA Complex

The analogous MD simulations were performed for wild-type protein and its associ-
ated mutations in a complex with the miRNA molecule in the active site of DROSHA (PDB
model 6V5B). In order to analyze the stability of the complex together with the dynamics
behavior of RNA, the same parameters, such as RMSD and RMSF, were measured for
DROSHA protein and RNA, along with H-bonds between them (Table 3) as well as the
composition of secondary structural elements (Supplementary Figure S2). Analysis of
H-bonds showed a similar range of interactions for wild-type and mutant structures. In
contrast to the protein simulations of DROSHA alone, RMSD values of the native mutated
proteins within the complex do not significantly differ from each other, indicating that
the RNA molecule stabilizes the protein elements, offsetting the variants’ influence on the
stability of the whole complex. However, the RMSD values of the RNA molecule within
the native protein complex are noticeably higher than for mutant structures—this fact is
supported by the miRNA stabilizing role of DGCR8 in the microprocessor complex [8],
whereas DROSHA alone has weak binding capacity with miRNA. The RMSD fluctuations
are presented on the corresponding plots in Figure 4. Moreover, the total energies of the
complexes were calculated along with the binding free energy between protein and RNA
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(Table 4). Nevertheless, the calculated binding energy (∆G) between protein and miRNA
differs and varies from each introduced mutation: H1170D binds RNA weakly, while I625K
and L1047S provide stronger interactions with miRNA, and L1047S is characterized by
the most significant increase of binding capacity (Table 4). The obtained MD results are in
compliance with the predictions of the mCMS-NA server (Table 1).

Table 3. Statistics of MD simulations of DROSHA complex with RNA. H-bonds between protein and RNA and RMSD
values are presented.

Model
H-Bonds RNA–Protein RMSD Protein (Å) RMSD RNA (Å)

Range Mean Range Mean SD Range Mean SD

Drosha WT (28, 64) 47.141 (0.000, 5.380) 4.146 0.634 (0.000, 10.969) 6.697 1.803
H1170 (30, 67) 45.527 (0.000, 5.556) 4.388 0.619 (0.000, 7.947) 5.151 0.807
I625K (33, 66) 46.066 (0.000, 5.588) 4.475 0.417 (0.000, 7.396) 4.893 0.710

L1047S (32, 73) 47.392 (0.000, 4.852) 4.099 0.468 (0.000, 7.511) 4.774 0.674
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Figure 4. Results of 200 ns MD simulations of DROSHA wild-type protein along with its mutants
(I625K, L1047S, H1170D) in a complex with miRNA. The RMSD plot for protein structure is colored
blue, and RMSD fluctuations of miRNA are indicated by red.

Table 4. Statistics of energy values of DROSHA complex with RNA. Minimal total energy and mean total energy values are
presented. Binding energy (∆G Bind) between protein and RNA was calculated by the MM-GBSA method.

Model Minimal Total Energy of the
Complex (kcal/mol)

Mean Total
Energy of the Complex (kcal/mol)

MM-GBSA
∆G Bind (kcal/mol)

Drosha WT −46,193.114 −46,049.497 −380.929
I625K −45,830.501 −45,711.641 −386.547

L1047S −45,787.443 −45,687.955 −439.187
H1170D −45,941.373 −45,869.388 −334.761
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The interactions and corresponding molecular contacts of mutated residues within the
DROSHA-RNA complex were analyzed and compared with the wild-type structure. The
obtained results (Supplementary Figure S3) demonstrate that all residues under mutations
lie in a close proximity to the miRNA binding site, although they do not interact directly
with it. The same interactions were lost (pi-pi stacking of H1170D) and gained (salt-
bridge by I625K) as those discussed for simulations of the protein alone. It is known
that the DROSHA region 876–1056 aa corresponds to the first RNAase III domain (A),
while the region of 1107–1233 aa is the second RNAase III domain (B) [56]. Therefore,
both mutations, L1047S and H1170D, are located at the mentioned RNAase domains
respectively, which specifies the direct as well as mediating impact of these substitutions
on DROSHA functionality. Another mutation, I625K, does not appear to belong to the
known functional domains. However, the mutagenesis of residues 622–623 demonstrated
the abolishment of RNAase activity [56], and these residues are the closest neighbors of
the analyzed I625K substitution; moreover, both I625 and K625 interact with Arg622 via
H-bonds, suggesting that the substitution I625K also might indirectly affect the RNAase
activity through local conformational shift. The summarized results of the DROSHA
protein analysis are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of I625K, L1047S, and H1170D effect evaluation. Histology-based diagnosis was obtained from the
COSMIC database. Functional domains were described in Kwon et al., 2016. Shifts in backbone RMSD and corresponding
energies are calculated as follows: valuewild-type–valuemutant.

Mutation
Histology-

Based
Diagnosis

Functional
Domains

Sequence-
Based Tools
Predicting
Functional

Impairment

Structure-
Based Tools
Predicting
Molecular

Destabiliza-
tion

∆RMSD
Backbone

(Free
Protein, Å)

∆G (Free
Protein,

kcal/mol)

∆G (miRNA
Protein

Complex,
kcal/mol)

∆G Bind
(miRNA,
kcal/mol)

I625K
Adult T cell
lymphoma-
leukemia

Central
domain

(Platform)
8/9 9/11 0.91 498 (destabi-

lization)
337.86 (desta-

bilization)

−5.62
(increased

affinity)

L1047S
B cell pro-

lymphocytic
leukemia

RNAse IIIa 7/9 10/11 1.11 541 (destabi-
lization)

361.54 (desta-
bilization)

−58.26
(increased

affinity)

H1170D

Breast
implant-

associated
anaplastic
large cell

lymphoma,
invasive

RNAse IIIb 4/9 11/11 1.02 389 (destabi-
lization)

180.11 (desta-
bilization)

46.17
(decreased

affinity)

4. Discussion

The significance of DROSHA in oncology is bound to its miRNA processing function,
which is essential for miRNA biogenesis required for normal proliferation, among other
processes in the cells [57]. Altered expression of miRNA processing genes was observed
in several types of cancer [58], in particular in MDS patients [3]. Moreover, mutations in
coding regions of DROSHA were also detected in several types of cancer, the majority
of them acquired in the RNAase domains of the protein [59]. Recent research demon-
strated the mutational burden of the DROSHA gene and the common significance of the
miRNA processing pathway for MDS emergence [7]; therefore, the detailed investigation
of DROSHA coding mutations is of primary importance.

All missense variants collected in hematological pathology were analyzed by various
effect prediction tools, and three of the most damaging DROSHA mutations were indicated.
The further detailed analysis of molecular dynamics simulation showed a compliance
with the automated prognosis, and the main results can be summarized as follows: (1) the
mutations were shown to be located in close proximity of the miRNA binding site, although
mutated residues were not directly interacting with it, (2) all mutations were destabilizing
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for protein structure alone, however, they restrained the flexibility within the miRNA–
protein complex, (3) all of the structures (protein alone as well as complex with miRNA)
have demonstrated the increased total energy of the system for mutated structures, and
(4) the local conformational shift was observed in all altered structures, triggered by the
significant change of interaction partners and molecular bonds at the amino acid level.

Although the three considered mutations are rare events in oncohematology, the
observed damaging effect indicates their distinct impact on DROSHA functionality and,
therefore, on its endonuclease activity and consequent miRNA biosynthesis. We can
hypothesize that even minor alterations in DROSHA activity might greatly affect the
miRNA biogenesis and the generating content of miRNA, along with subsequent total
dysregulation of protein expression during cancer progression. Supporting this statement,
the resulting multiple miRNA expression changes were observed in MDS [60]. Our study
showed that each of the three examined mutations incorporate a significant structural shift
and rearrangement of bonds. The observed alterations can be considered as evoking certain
clinical traits for oncohemathological disease progression, in particular MDS. Therefore, it
appears that any coding mutations in DROSHA or its cellular partners of the same pathway
should be extensively studied in each individual case to predict the impact of the lesion on
the cancer progression and consequent phenotype.

5. Conclusions

The effect of DROSHA mutations found in oncohematological patients was analyzed via
different computational tools. The three most deleterious DROSHA variants were determined
and subjected to comprehensive analysis in molecular dynamics simulations. All of these
variants were confirmed to be structurally destabilizing, with increased total energy of the
system and consequent alterations in protein–miRNA binding. Particularly, I625K causes the
new salt-bridge formation in the local protein loop, L1047S alters the H-bonding interaction
within the alpha-helix, and H1170D leads to pi-pi stacking disruption. In summary, as
oncohematological diseases and other clonal pathologies are characterized by dysregulated
miRNA expression, any functional impairment of DROSHA, being the main component
of the microprocessor complex, should be attentively investigated in patients with such
malignancies in order to gain systematic comprehension of its role in pathogenesis.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/cells10092357/s1. Figure S1: Comparison of DROSHA residues SSE through the MD
simulation, Figure S2: Comparison of residues SSE through the MD simulation of DROSHA protein
in a complex with miRNA, Figure S3: Comparison of interactions formed by the native and mutated
residues in DROSHA complex with miRNA, Table S1: The prediction methods used to evaluate
structural and functional consequences of the analyzed DROSHA variants.
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